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Introduction
Sometimes you are in the mood to sit back and watch beautiful models on a white sandy beach
frolicking in the afternoon surf. Other times your dick is only interested in watching European
blonde-haired whores having their heads drenched at bukkake style cum parties. During those times, you
may want to check out Cum Covered Blondes!

Adult Review
Featuring some excellent hardcore blonde bukkake content, Cum Covered Blondes gives you a strong collection of clips
featuring sexy German women enjoying a glorious facial bath of cum. The action is hardcore from the start of the scene all
the way through to the end in a gonzo style that features plenty of action without silly interviews.
  
  There are already 94 clips available in the archives and some feature two models at once getting their faces splattered by
gigantic cum dumps. Most movies are between 5 and 15 minutes long.
  
  There are two things that might annoy some members. First, the site does have a couple advertisements in its member area.
One pops up the first time you login and the other is on the left side of the interface.
  
  Also, Cum Covered Blondes uses DRM encryption that allows you to watch the movies as many times as you like for as
long as you are a member... but once you cancel your membership, the movies you downloaded will keep working for 30
more days. After that, any movies from the site saved to your hard drive will no longer be viewable.
  
  On the positive side, the movies are nastier than most of the American porn sites you'll find. German porn has always been
filthier and this is a great way to enjoy it while using an interface written in English. The price of $29.95 is about what you
should expect for this kind of site and if Cum Covered Blondes are your focus then this is a tour worth checking out.

Porn Summary
Cum Covered Blondes is filmed in a bukkake style using German models who are willing to be a lot more filthy than most of
their American counterparts making this a site worth checking out. If the site was not DRM coded and the average clip was a
little longer, these blondes covered in cum would have scored even higher in this review.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Some quality rare content for those who want something specific'
Quality: 88  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 82
Support: 88 Unique: 85    Taste: 72        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
German Goo Girls (88) ,Gag The Bitch (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Cum Shots, Euro, Exclusive

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 94
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